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Largely empirical in approach, this research has two objectives. Primarily, it weighs
the dialectics of the female subject as filmed from both male and female gender
perspectives. I am using the broader terms of ‘same-agent’ and ‘opposite-agent’ (or
‘opposing’ agent), rather than the terms, “male-gaze,” or, “female-gaze,” coined by
Laura Mulvey [1] and expanding discussion to incorporate Laura Marks’ process
theory and significance of haptic cinema [2]. In a similar vein, Trinh T. Minh-ha’s
work further extends process theory, incorporating both writing and filmmaking in
terms of, “processes of transformation;" not as one static message [3]. The primary
goal of the first phase of study is to establish how messages/communication delivered
via cinema can be understood over the course of methodical film observation as it
applies to contemporary feminist perpectives and traditional visual theory.

The secondary purpose of this research is to suggest, and put to test, ways in which
the dichotomy of ‘same-agent’ and ‘opposing-agent’ applies to various micro-social
groups who share experiences and/or social identities. This purpose is to understand
their collective film methods as non-verbal, identity-based messages/communication.
Deleuze's Difference and Repetition, frames this studies’ analysis process by concept
[4]. However final summations of this secondary research phase is more informed by
the psychoanalytic perspective of film theorists Christian Metz and Jean-Louis
Baudry’s application of French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan's Mirror Theory,
reappropriated alongside Italian feminist film theorist Teresa de Lauretis’ theory of
reading and spectatorship based on figurality and the psychoanalytic concepts of
transference and translation [5] [6] [7] in her book Technologies of Gender: Essays on
Theory, Film, and Fiction.

Conclusions of this two part study are to establish probable methods by which to
recognize aesthetic and narrative patterns as micro-communications used by various
shared social identity groups. Comparative cinematic observations of the female
subject perspective by the director will be used to create the initial interpretive
framework characterized by contributing factors of the ‘same-agent’ and
‘opposing-agent’ sociological and visual relationships.

Primary Objective: Observational Analysis of  Empirical Data

To begin, approximately one-hundred films by female-gender directors are reviewed
with an equal number of male-gender directed films, where the female is the subject.
Half of the selection will be authored by international directors, and half by North
American directors. Criteria for chosen films are:

(a) Directors with more than one film under their name, and/or popular with critical
film theory; allowing for existing references to be discussed whilst determining
patterns in stylistic symbolism [8].

(b) Elements of non-traditional female protagonists/antagonists or non-traditional
narratives; forcing observations of the ‘heroine/lead’ to be evaluated with more
fluidity in context of  structural expressions -- without contingencies upon other
‘heroic journey’ theories [9].
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This stage allows the opportunity to solidify the conception of interpreting visual
communication as an inter-social, archival memory of a distinguishable, “cinematic
group language.” Regarding assessment of the selected films, each review is
discussed qualitatively over four distinguished categories consisting of a film’s:

(I) Linguistic use or textual analysis.
(II) Recognition of semiotic/symbolic images in mise-en-scene.
(III) Visual connotation of performative movement of subject and/or camera.
(IV) Discursive evaluation of key scenes informing story narrative or character arc.

Initial theorists informing this particular four-category process of analysis are
Unspeakable Sentences by Ann Banfield, Semiotics and the Analysis of Film by Jean
Mitry (Translation by Christopher King), Women and Film: Both Sides of the Camera
by E. Ann Kaplan, and Aesthetics of Film by Jacques Aumont, respectively.

Secondary Objective: Testing Hypothesis for Inductive Conclusion

The overarching hypothesis proposes that if there are ways to determine where
significant cinematic communication/language is taking place, then there is enough
probable reason to presume elements of visual dialogue are consistently present to
become interpreted as a statement in time, or evolving messages, within a chosen
collective creative body.

One first derives patterns from symbolism in patterns or methods within scene
direction (camera or subject movement) [10], scene structure in design/ framing/
editing (including sound or blocking) [11] and narrative structure (traditional or
non-traditional) [12]. Secondly, one makes a comparative observation of that pattern
with other same-agent groups [13]. Lastly, one looks to find repetition in other forms
of media [14]. Therefore, application begins once framework for a ‘same agent’ /
‘opposing agent’ relationship are specified, so that significant presence of concerted
cinematic visual communication can be labeled as recognisable and interpreted for
record.

In this study, the hypothesis is tested by addressing patterns of haptic cinema by:

1) Noting symbolism in patterns or method, first in ‘the female as subject and as
director’ model.

2) Comparing observations within similar same-agent / opposing-agent pairings,
such as LGBTQ filmmakers, directors from censored nations, or North and South
Asian cinema.

3) Find repetition in other forms of media; for instance, documentaries and social
media, or where ‘female as subject and as director’ can also be found.

This study introduces the concept of ‘same-agent’ perspective as an inextricable part
of visual discourse by shaping a model that can move beyond the initial ‘female as
subject and as director’ pretense establishing a broader foundation by which to
evaluate other cinematic communication methods.
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The resulting dissertation provides, secondarily, an evaluation of applied testing
techniques to validate illustrated artistic communication, as shared by specific
‘same-agent’ groupings. Together, both study phases constitute a visually mnemonic
system reflective of how specific groups cinematically interpret memories, ideas and
representations of their shared experiences or identities.

Ultimately both phases will contribute to a branch of visual arts research delineated
by the process of, “self-capture,” and adds yet another facet of perspective to the
range of  the cinematic-eye [1]. Ironically, this collective film study hails to an art
which, in and of itself, consists of the act of recombining human images -- reflective
of past and present -- to better understand the individual experience, and gladly yields
to this premise.
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